PARENTHEtical IN-TEXT CITATION CHEAT SHEET

MLA:
Introduction to quote, “quoted stuff quoted stuff quoted stuff” (LastName #).
LastName says, “Quote” (#).

APA:
Introduction to quote, “quoted stuff quoted stuff quoted stuff” (LastName, Year, p. #)
LastName (Year) says, “Quote” (#).

What if there’s no author listed??
Use the next piece of information from your citation, probably the title of the article or book. You are allowed to shorten the title. For example:

We see so many global warming hotspots in North America likely because this region has "more readily accessible climatic data and more comprehensive programs to monitor and study environmental change . . ." ("Impact of Global Warming").

Here is the full citation for the article as it would appear in your works cited (MLA):

(from Purdue OWL MLA examples)

For more in-depth citation help, visit the Purdue Online Writing Lab (OWL).
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